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Neurofibromatosis type I (NF1, OMIM \#[162200](162200){#intref0010}) is one of the most common genetic disorders, occurring in approximately 1:2,000--3,000 births.[@bib1]^,^[@bib2] It is caused by pathogenic variants in the *NF1* gene (NCBI: NG_009018.1), which is located on chromosome 17q11.2. With a length of about 300 kb, it is one of the largest human genes. Precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) splicing of its 61 exons is complex, with several alternatively spliced exons, alternative splice sites, and potentially regulatory pseudo-exon inclusion.[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5] The *NF1* mRNA transcript variant 2 (NCBI: NM_000267.3) has a length of approximately 12.4 kb and is composed of 57 constitutively expressed exons. Neurofibromin (P21359-2), the protein encoded by *NF1*, is a tumor suppressor and downregulator of the Ras signaling pathway. It is expressed in many cell types, notably in neurons, Schwann cells, oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, and leukocytes. Loss of function, or lack of neurofibromin, leads to a condition that is characterized by a pleiotropic phenotype affecting the skin (café-au-lait macules, skin fold freckling, hyperpigmentation, cutaneous neurofibromas), the eye (Lisch nodules and optic glioma), skeleton (dysplasias and scoliosis), and peripheral and central nervous system (CNS) (cognitive disabilities, motor delays, gliomas, neurofibromas). Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNSTs) can be observed, with poor prognosis. Almost 2,900 pathogenic variants have been reported in the Human Gene Mutation Database (<http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php>).

To date, NF1 cannot be cured. Treatments attempt to manage the various symptoms, especially NF1-associated tumors and other cancers, using standard cancer therapies. At least a dozen different therapeutics targeting almost as many proteins have been used in clinical trials for NF-associated tumors.[@bib6]^,^[@bib7] Also, oncolytic viral therapies for treating MPNSTs have shown promising results.[@bib8] However, these treatments are largely adaptations of existing therapies against sporadic tumors and do not target the specific growth control pathways dysregulated in NF1. More recently, drug development has focused on targeting key molecules downstream of NF1, most notably the RAF-MEK-ERK signaling cascade downstream of RAS.[@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14] MEK inhibitors such as selumetinib have demonstrated effectiveness for patients who respond and can tolerate treatment; however, not all patients benefit, plexiform neurofibromas do not completely disappear, and there can be significant side effects.[@bib11] Hence, therapeutics that address the underlying cause of the disease by restoring neurofibromin function to a level that leads to a non-pathogenic phenotype do not yet exist. Various gene and mRNA targeting strategies have been proposed in the context of other diseases. For example, Zhou et al.[@bib15] specifically reviewed many of the RNA-based therapeutics in clinical trials. These and other strategies are worth being evaluated for their therapeutic potential in NF1.

In the following sections we introduce therapeutic strategies to replace or repair the *NF1* gene or its transcripts or to inhibit the effect of certain genetic mutations. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of these methods, the types of mutations that can be targeted, advantages and disadvantages, as well as examples of success for each method. We discuss gene replacement by cDNA/mRNA delivery, CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats)-based DNA repair, RNA repair, exon skipping, and nonsense suppression therapies (in combination with inhibition of nonsense-mediated mRNA decay \[NMD\]) in the context of NF1 and address the pros and cons of these individual approaches. Subsequently, we evaluate data regarding required levels of neurofibromin function. Lastly, we address important aspects of the delivery of any such therapeutic and nanoparticles as a promising delivery vehicle. We anticipate that this review of mutation-directed therapeutics for NF1 may also stimulate similar discussions and active steps toward the development of treatments of other genetic diseases.Table 1Approaches for NF1 Gene TherapyApproachTargeted MutationsAdvantagesDisadvantages/ChallengesSuccessesNF1 StatusGene replacementall loss of function mutationsmight target the largest mutation spectrum*mNF1* cDNA; efficient delivery using nanoparticlesLuxterna for retinal dystrophy associated with loss of RPE65, and Zolgensma for SMA and loss of SMN1development of full-length *mNf1* cDNA and development of model systems for testingGenome editingmost small mutationspermanent cell editingefficiency of editing; non-specific gene editing; delivery using nanoparticles*ex vivo* CCR5 deletion to block HIV infectiontesting CRISPR-Cas9 and CRISPR Prime in nanoparticles and development of model systems for testingRNA editingmost small mutations in 5′ and 3′ regionsdoes not change DNAefficiency of editing, non-permanence; delivery using virus or nanoparticlesβ-globin and DMPK repair *in vitro*defining high-efficiency splice sites within *NF1* and evolving ribozymes and development of model systems for testingExon skippingselect exonslow toxicityeach exon must be considered/designed separately; delivery using cell-penetrating peptidesExondys 51 (eteplirsen) and Vyondys 53 for DMD; Spinraza for SMAdefinition of selected exons and testing of AOs and development of model systems for testingNSTnonsense \~20%low toxicity; may be able to repurpose other drugsefficiency of readthrough; NMDAtaluran for cystic fibrosissmall molecule drug screens for NSTs and development of model systems for testing
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### Gene Replacement {#sec1.1.1}

Perhaps one of the more straightforward concepts of gene therapy is to supplement a working copy of a gene into a cell with a defective gene. This allows for the treatment of gene deletions or other loss-of-function type mutations. In 2017, Luxturna (voretigene neparvovec) became the first US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved gene replacement therapy for the treatment of patients with confirmed biallelic RPE65 mutation-associated retinal dystrophy that leads to vision loss and may cause complete blindness in certain patients. Luxturna works by delivering a normal copy of the RPE65 gene directly to retinal cells, using a recombinant adeno-associated virus serotype 2 (rAAV2) vector. This therapy is regarded as the first true FDA-approved gene therapy, because the viral treatment is delivered directly to the patient's body. That said, Luxturna, even though heralded as a therapy that restores vision, is far from being a cure: it has shown to improve vision to some degree in some but not all treated patients. Furthermore, improvements may not be permanent.[@bib16] Previous FDA-approved gene therapies (Yescarta \[axicabtagene ciloleucel\] and Kymriah \[tisagenlecleucel\]) are called *ex vivo* treatments, as the cells receiving gene therapy (immune cells) are removed from the body prior to treatment. Zolgensma (onasemnogene abeparvovec) is another therapeutic that uses an AAV to deliver a functional copy of the SMN1 gene to motor neurons in pediatric patients with spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).

Gene replacement for NF1 has been challenging for two primary reasons: the lack of a full-length *NF1* cDNA and a delivery system. Since discovery of the *NF1* gene in 1990, research efforts have been hindered by the lack of a full-length coding cDNA. This is due to the size of the cDNA and toxicity of the human construct. Despite this, as the GAP-related domain (GRD) was assumed to be the most important segment of *NF1*, replacement with the GRD has been attempted, but was unsuccessful in several ways. Expression of isolated GRD is unable to rescue overgrowth of neural crest-derived tissues, leading to perinatal lethality in *Nf1*^−/−^ embryos.[@bib17] The GRD rescues endothelial but not neural crest development in Nf1 mice. These results suggest that neurofibromin may possess activities outside of the GRD that modulate neural crest homeostasis and that therapeutic approaches solely aimed at targeting Ras activity may not be sufficient. Most recently, the feasibility of restoring Ras guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) via exogenous expression of various *NF1-GRD* constructs, via gene delivery using a panel of AAV vectors in MPNST and human Schwann cells (HSCs), has been explored.[@bib18] Several AAV serotypes achieved favorable transduction efficacies, in particular AAV-DJ. A membrane-targeting GRD fused with an H-Ras C-terminal motif containing the palmitoylation sites and CAAX motif (C10) inhibited the Ras pathway and MPNST cells in a NF1-specific manner; however; a transfection efficiency of only 9.8% of cells at a MOI of 5,000 is reported. Since the non-transduced populations exhibit a clear growth advantage, efficacy would require almost all of the MPNST cells or the majority of the *NF1*-haploid Schwann cells to receive the GRD-C10 transgene. With the current available tools for *in vivo* gene delivery, this would only be feasible with a drastically improved AAV vector for MPNST or Schwann cells, which could be achieved through protein engineering of the AAV capsids.

We have developed and validated a mouse *Nf1* cDNA expression system that allows us to examine the biochemical effects of any *Nf1* genetic variant.[@bib19] The full-length cDNA sequences of endogenous *hNF1* and *mNf1* have 92% sequence identity; amino acid sequences share 98% identity.[@bib20] A heavily codon-optimized human *NF1* cDNA[@bib21] (R777-E139 *Hs.NF1* \[Addgene plasmid \#70423\]) that is stable in *E. coli* and non-toxic to human cells has also become available. This human construct is so heavily codon optimized that when the sequence is used for a BLASTn (nucleotide) search, the *NF1* gene sequence does not come back as a hit; yet a BLASTp (protein) search comes back with 100% identity. Furthermore, GC content is increased from 43% to 60% in the codon-optimized transcript. Hence, the *mNf1* cDNA is more homologous to the endogenous human sequence. Furthermore, codon optimization may have direct implications, as codon usage is thought to affect transcription and translation efficiency as well as mRNA stability and protein folding. Another *hNF1* cDNA eliminates the cDNA cloning toxicity by introducing a mini-intron.[@bib22]

*Gene Replacement for NF1.* As viral vectors cannot accommodate the size or the *NF1* cDNA, we are investigating the ability to package our full-length mouse *Nf1* cDNA into nanoparticles for intracellular delivery as described in "Delivery of NF1 Gene Therapeutic" below. As an NF1 therapeutic, this approach would target the largest mutation spectrum.

### Gene Editing {#sec1.1.2}

Direct repair of small DNA or RNA mutations is an alternative to whole-gene replacement. The three prominent systems for DNA repair based on programmable nucleases are zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and CRISPR and CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins.

The CRISPR-Cas9 system has demonstrated great promise in many biological applications.[@bib23] It is an RNA-based programmable nuclease derived from a prokaryotic immune system. The CRISPR-Cas9 nuclease system has emerged as the most promising genome editing technology. The system uses an engineered single guide RNA (sgRNA) to direct the Cas9 nuclease to complementary regions, where Cas9 cleaves the recognized DNA and generates double-stranded breaks (DSBs), leading to insertions or deletions at specific target genomic loci ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).[@bib24]^,^[@bib25] Cas9 cleavage induces subsequent DNA repair by either non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology-directed repair (HDR).[@bib23]^,^[@bib26] When an externally supplied homologous donor template is provided, HDR may enable precise genome editing and permanent correction of a targeted mutation.[@bib27] However, under normal physiological conditions, NHEJ repair, which is an error-prone process and tends to lead to disruption of targeted genes is more than 10-fold more frequent than HDR at DSBs.[@bib27] Consequently, without suppressing NHEJ, the HDR-mediated precise genome editing often suffers from low efficiency.Figure 1Nanoparticle DeliveryDelivery of CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing to a target cell through ligand-conjugated nanoparticles is shown. Nanoparticles recognize targeted cells through ligand-receptor interaction and penetrate into cells through endocytosis. After escaping the endosome, nanoparticles release cargo CRISPR-Cas9, which, in turn, translocates into the nucleus and exerts its gene editing function.

Non-specific ("off target") gene editing is also a major concern when using CRISPR-Cas9 technology. While there are methods for detecting off-target editing mutations and minimizing unintentional cleavage,[@bib23]^,^[@bib28] improvements in CRISPR-Cas9 targeting specificity will broaden its clinical applications. Recently, a novel tweak to CRISPR technology, prime editing,[@bib29] directly writes new genetic information into a specified DNA site using a catalytically impaired Cas9 fused to an engineered reverse transcriptase, programmed with a prime editing guide RNA (pegRNA) that both specifies the target site and encodes the desired edit. Prime editing offers efficiency and product purity advantages over HDR with much lower off-target editing than Cas9 nuclease at known Cas9 off-target sites.

One of the earliest studies utilizing CRISPR-Cas9 for somatic *in vivo* repair editing was performed in a mouse model for tyrosinemia to correct a mutation in the enzyme fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase in hepatocytes.[@bib30] The authors found that delivering vectors encoding Cas9 and the corresponding sgRNA for the mutant fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase allele resulted in stabilization of the protein and reduced hepatocellular toxicity. Additionally, other studies have been able to correct *PTEN*, dystrophin, and factor IX gene mutations for treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma,[@bib31] Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD),[@bib32] and hemophilia,[@bib33] respectively. One of the most promising applications of CRISPR-Cas9 for gene therapy is *ex* vivo chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) deletion, which results in almost complete resistance to HIV-1 infection.[@bib34] Studies have shown that CCR5 disruption is possible in *ex vivo* expanded CD4^+^ T cells and hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells and that long-term therapeutic effects are achievable using CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing.[@bib35]

Recently, the first human CRISPR-Cas9 clinical trial has been approved in the United States. This trial proposes to isolate, genetically modify, and reinfuse T cells into patients for treatment of multiple myeloma, sarcoma, and melanoma (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT03399448](NCT03399448){#intref0020}). Another trial proposes to treat hematopoietic stem cells of sickle cell anemia patients to increase the production of fetal hemoglobin in their red blood cells (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT03745287](NCT03745287){#intref0025}). Although it is too early to determine whether these therapies are successful, CRISPR-Cas9-based gene editing has begun to move out of research laboratories into clinics worldwide.

*Genome Editing for NF1.* Despite the promise, clinical translation of the Cas9-sgRNA technology for disease treatment is contingent on the development of a delivery system that can efficiently and safely target cells (described below).[@bib36] While genome editing has not yet been attempted as a therapy for NF1, it would be applicable to most small mutations. NF1 patient-specific cell lines and mouse models have been developed that can be used for studies to investigate the ability and efficiency of the CRISPR-Cas9 system to edit *NF1*. As discussed below, CRISPR-Cas9 and prime editing could be delivered using synthetic nanoparticles. These nanoparticles can either deliver Cas9 and sgRNA genetic material (as either plasmid DNA or mRNA) or Cas9-sgRNA ribonucleoprotein complexes.[@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46] However, decreasing off-target editing may be especially relevant for NF1 due to the presence of multiple pseudogenes with high homology to some regions of *NF1*.

### Sequence Correction on the RNA Level {#sec1.1.3}

Another way to restore function to proteins of mutant genes is correction of the gene transcript or mRNA. Different mechanisms for RNA editing have been proposed, most notably spliceosome-mediated RNA *trans*-splicing (SMaRT),[@bib47] as well as engineered *trans*-splicing ribozymes.[@bib48] These can be used to repair most types of mutations (outside of whole-gene deletions).

*SMaRT*. The SMaRT approach was first introduced by Puttaraju et al.[@bib47] in 1999. The idea is to use the existing splicing machinery in cells in combination with a so-called pre-*trans*-splicing molecule (PTM) to reprogram or repair endogenous primary transcripts. A PTM is an exogenous RNA molecule that has been genetically engineered for a specific target pre-mRNA. Different PTM designs have been proposed,[@bib49] all of which have in common that they contain three key elements: a *trans*-splicing domain for spliceosome recognition and splicing, one or two binding domains complementary to one or two intronic subsequences of the target's pre-mRNA, and a coding domain (i.e., an exon) that is used to reprogram the target pre-mRNA. Depending on the PTM design, one of three reprogramming modes can be achieved: (a) a functional 5′ splice site (ss) in the PTM can *trans*-splice to a specific 3′ splice site in the target pre-mRNA, yielding replacement of the pre-mRNA 5′ end by the coding exon; (2) conversely, a 3′ ss domain can *trans*-splice to a 5′ ss in the target pre-mRNA, leading to 3′ end replacement; or (3) a PTM with both a 3′ ss and a 5′ ss, with the coding domain in between, can *trans*-splice to a 5′ ss and 3′ ss in the target pre-mRNA, respectively, thereby producing an mRNA that has an entire coding region replaced. When the PTM is bound to the target RNA, the spliceosome is guided by the splice sites on both molecules and recombines the target pre-mRNA together with the PTM's coding domain according to the PTM's mode of action, thereby producing a reprogrammed messenger. As part of a therapy, any PTM would have to be delivered to the nucleus of target cells in order to be able to re-program the pre-mRNA target. Delivery of PTMs in the form of DNA templates, rather than pre-synthesized, has been shown to be suitable.

A limitation with respect to the target's pre-mRNA is that spliceosome-mediated *trans*-splicing can only occur at intron-exon junctions, i.e., at all naturally existing splice sites in pre-mRNA. This is a potential disadvantage compared to ribozyme-based *trans*-splicing, as ribozymes are able to act on both primary transcripts and mature messengers. Alternatively, the splicing machinery is very robust and efficient, in principle allowing for efficient reprogramming.[@bib49] More concerning has been the observation that SMaRT-based *trans*-splicing can lead to non-targeted *trans*-splicing of endogenous pre-mRNA.[@bib50] Such lack of specificity has raised the question of how safe such a form of gene therapy would be, and how to improve the design to reduce off-target effects and unwanted chimeric proteins.

SMaRT-based RNA reprogramming has been implemented in a number of scenarios, including in cultured cells, in xenograft models and in animal models[@bib47]^,^[@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51] and addressing a number of diseases, such as cystic fibrosis,[@bib51] DMD, Huntington disease, SMA, and hemophilia A, to name a few. We refer the reader to Berger et al.[@bib52] for a recent review of SMaRT for gene therapy, including a list of applications.

*Engineered* Trans*-Splicing Ribozymes for* *(Pre-)mRNA Repair.* Ribozymes are RNA molecules with catalytic properties similar to those of protein enzymes.[@bib53] Among the most advanced tools for correcting mutant gene transcripts are *trans*-splicing group I intron ribozymes.[@bib48] These are derived from naturally occurring, *cis*-splicing group I intron ribozymes and re-engineered to specifically recognize a target site on a mutant RNA, splice the RNA at this site, and replace the mutated portion with the corrected sequence.[@bib54] This sequence is provided by the *trans*-splicing ribozymes. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A depicts the secondary structure of the group I intron ribozyme from *Tetrahymena thermophila*. Depending on their design, they can replace the RNA's 3′-portion with their own 3′-tail ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B),[@bib54]^,^[@bib55] the RNA's 5′-portion with their own 5′-tail ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C),[@bib55]^,^[@bib56] or create an internal fragment deletion ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D). The repaired transcript then translates into fully functional protein. Most ribozymes for *trans*-splicing purposes are based on the group I intron ribozyme from the organism *T. thermophila*. This is the most extensively studied and most robust group I intron ribozyme for different designs in *trans*-splicing.[@bib48] It has been designed to repair or reprogram aberrant RNAs in various human disease scenarios by replacing the 3′-portion of mRNAs.Figure 2*Trans*-Splicing Ribozymes(A) Secondary structure of the group I intron ribozyme from *Tetrahymena thermophila*, in its re-designed format for 3′-replacement *trans*-splicing. All splice sites are indicated by black triangles. (A) The ribozyme (black) recognizes the target site on the substrate (red) with its 5′-terminus and a 5′-terminal extension (green) that enhances *trans*-splicing efficiency. During the *trans*-splicing reaction (gray arrow) the ribozyme 3′-tail (blue) replaces the substrate 3′-fragment. This reaction can be used to repair genetic mutations on the RNA level if the mutation is located in the substrate 3′-fragment and the ribozyme's 3′-tail contains the correct sequence. (B--D) Three different modes of *trans*-splicing ribozymes. All splice sites are indicated by black triangles. (B) 3′-Replacement ribozymes (black) bind to the target site on the substrate (red) with their 5′-terminus. During the *trans*-splicing reaction their 3′-tail (blue) replaces the 3′-fragment of the substrate. (C) 5′-Replacement ribozymes (black) bind to the target site on the substrate (red) with their 3′-terminus. Their 5′-tail replaces the 5′-fragment of the substrate. (D) Internal fragment deletion ribozymes (black) bind to two target sites on the substrate (red/blue/red) with their 5′-terminus and with their 3′-terminus. *Trans*-splicing removes the fragment between the splice sites (blue) and joins the flanking portions of the product (red).

Clinically relevant mutations in the mRNAs of β-globin[@bib57] and myotonic dystrophy protein kinase (DMPK)[@bib58] were repaired to address the genetic diseases sickle cell anemia and myotonic muscular dystrophy. Using engineered ribozymes of this type, mutant β-globin was converted into γ-globin, both *in vitro* and in erythrocyte precursors derived from sickle cell patients, while DMPK was repaired both *in vitro* and in human fibroblasts. In addition, mutant canine skeletal muscle chloride channel (cClC-1) mRNA that is causing heritable myotonia was repaired by replacing the mutant mRNA's 4-kb-long 3′-portion with its corresponding wild-type sequence.[@bib59] As a form of anti-cancer therapy, mutations in the mRNAs of p16,[@bib60], p53,[@bib61]^,^[@bib62] and KRas[@bib63] were targeted and either repaired (p16, p53) or reprogrammed to induce cell death (KRas). Moreover, *trans*-splicing group I intron ribozymes have been developed that reprogram hepatitis C virus and dengue virus RNA and induce apoptosis of infected cells, while other types of ribozymes have been proposed for addressing other infectious diseases, most notably HIV. We refer to Lee et al.[@bib64] for a recent review of therapeutic applications of *trans*-splicing group I intron ribozymes to inheritable genetic diseases, infectious diseases, and cancers.

The *trans*-splicing ribozymes described above are all 3′-replacement ribozymes, which means that they replace the 3′-portion of a (mutated) mRNA with their own 3′-tail that contains the "healthy" sequence. However, different re-designs of group I intron ribozymes have allowed replacement of the 5′-terminus of an mRNA,[@bib56] or deletion of an internal sequence of a target RNA.[@bib65]^,^[@bib66] The deletion of internal sequences combines the principles of 3′-replacement and 5′-replacement into one ribozyme. Since there are two ways for substrate recognition in 5′-replacement splicing, there are also two different ways for the removal of internal sequences (reviewed in Müller[@bib55]). None of the principles that use 5′-replacement is currently advanced far enough for clinical applications. One recognition principle leads to the efficient removal of a single nucleotide but is inefficient for longer sequences.[@bib66] The other recognition principle allows the removal of 100-nt-long internal sequences from RNA in bacterial cells but currently has requirements on the substrate sequence that may only be met in very specific substrates.[@bib65] However, it may be possible to overcome all of these challenges using combinatorial approaches, which optimize the sequences of these ribozymes and/or their flanking sequences in experiments of directed evolution.[@bib55] Therefore, the coming years may bring more efficient ribozymes for the repair of mRNA 3′-termini and mRNA 5′-termini, and of the removal of internal mRNA sequences by either generating new designs of *trans*-splicing ribozymes or by the evolutionary optimization of existing ribozyme designs.

*RNA Editing for* NF1. When considering editing *NF1* with *trans*-splicing ribozymes, the size of *NF1* is an important factor in determining a suitable delivery method. For several viral vectors such as AAV, the delivered construct size can only be up to 4 kb. Together with the ribozyme size of \~400 nt, this constrains the repair template to \~3.5 kb in length. This means that mutations can be repaired only in the last 3.5 kb of *NF1* with a single construct; those in the middle of the gene can currently not be repaired by a single *trans*-splicing event. Alternatively, nanoparticles may make a suitable delivery vehicle. In addition, it is unclear whether the repair efficiencies of current *trans*-splicing ribozymes are medically realistic for the treatment of NF1. Current *trans*-splicing ribozymes require relatively strong transcription promoters, and therefore for expression levels to be effective. For example, the strong bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase promoter, with the co-expression of T7 RNA polymerase, led to the repair of up to 50% of mRNAs, while a medium-strength RNA polymerase II promoter led to the repair of up to 9% of mRNAs.[@bib67] Ribozymes from species other than *Tetrahymena*, or design-optimized variants of the existing *Tetrahymena* ribozyme constructs, may be able to overcome these hurdles to clinical applications, not only for 3′-replacement repair, but also for 5′-repair and for the repair of internal mRNA segments.

### Antisense Oligonucleotides and Therapeutic Targeting of Disease-Associated Transcripts {#sec1.1.4}

Antisense oligonucleotides (AOs) are valuable tools for the manipulation of gene expression. AOs are synthetic polymers, usually of 15--30 deoxynucleotides, with sequence complementary to pre-mRNA transcripts. They can be used to inhibit gene expression, drive exon inclusion, mask cryptic splice sites (CSSs), and skip exons.[@bib68] Different chemistries of AOs are associated with various advantages and disadvantages, and several chemistries have been through clinical trials or are under development.[@bib69] For example, phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligomer (PMO) chemistry has clear safety profiles.[@bib70] 2ʹ-*O*-methoxyethyl phosphorothioate-modified backbones have also been successful in clinical trials.[@bib71] Cellular uptake of AOs can be improved through their conjugation to cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs); this has worked particularly well for PMOs.[@bib72]

There are at least two ways to use AOs to inhibit gene expression. One is to target critical regulatory regions such as the translational start codon of the mature mRNA[@bib73], [@bib74], [@bib75], [@bib76] or the polyadenylation signal in the 3′ UTR (untranslated region).[@bib77]^,^[@bib78] An alternative method for inhibition of gene expression would be to design AOs to skip exons that result in an out-of-frame transcript.[@bib79]^,^[@bib80] Such AOs mask exonic splice enhancer (ESE) motifs in out-of-frame exons within the pre-mRNA. As the cellular splicing machinery no longer recognizes the exon, it is spliced out with their neighboring introns, resulting in a transcript with a disrupted reading frame. This brings a premature termination codon (PTC) into frame, resulting in NMD of the transcript[@bib81] and effective inhibition of protein expression.[@bib82]

AOs can additionally be used to drive exon inclusion.[@bib83], [@bib84], [@bib85] For example, SMA, a severe muscle wasting disease, is caused by mutations in the *SMN1* gene, which normally encodes SMN protein that maintains motor neuron function. A second copy of the *SMN* gene (*SMN2*) also exists, but due to alternative splicing of the exon 7, the majority of SMN protein produced by *SMN2* is truncated and unable to compensate for the loss of SMN1. Increasing full-length SMN protein production by promoting exon 7 inclusion in *SMN2* mRNA is therapeutic. This has been mediated through the use of an AO targeting the exonic splice silencer motifs of exon 7.[@bib71] This AO, with the tradename Spinraza (nusinersen), received accelerated clinical approval in December 2016 on the basis of its performance in clinical trials.[@bib86]

The ability of AOs to alter pre-mRNA splicing has also been exploited to correct both gain-of-function and loss-of-function genetic mutations that cause disease. Treatable gain-of-function mutations are those that result in creation of a CSS and maintenance of the transcript reading frame. These CSS mutations can either be within an exon or an intron so that a truncated or longer protein is, respectively, expressed with altered function. AOs can be designed to mask these CSSs so that the correct splicing of the pre-mRNA is restored.[@bib87]^,^[@bib88] Treatable loss-of-function variants may include pathogenic missense variants and those that alter the transcript reading frame, bringing a PTC into frame so that the transcript undergoes NMD and no functional protein is expressed.

By designing AOs to mask the ESE motifs of an out-of-frame exon that neighbors a loss-of-function deletion,[@bib89] it is possible to induce the splicing out of the target (mutated) exon so that the reading frame is restored and truncated but partially functional protein is expressed ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This is termed exon skipping and has been applied to a number of diseases, as well as in the manipulation of alternative splicing for proteins that can be expressed as different isoforms.[@bib90]Figure 3Exon SkippingExon skipping is a form of RNA splicing where faulty, misaligned, or targeted coding sections of genetic sequence (exons) are "skipped," leading to truncated but functional proteins. Skipping is mediated by antisense oligonucleotides (AOs) (denoted in red), which are short, synthetic pieces of modified RNA or DNA that hybridize to RNA via base pairing, causing evasion of the splicing machinery, i.e., skipping. Here, the top line denotes the exon-intron structure of a gene with a mutation in exon 4 (denoted with a red star). When an AO to exon 4 hybridizes, it masks the exon 4 splice site so that the splicing machinery does not recognize it and a transcript is created without it (middle line). This results in a protein that is missing exon 4 (bottom line). If this protein maintains the reading frame and exon 4 does not contain a domain critical for protein function, the product may retain function.

The most advanced exon skipping therapy is the one developed for the severe muscle wasting disease, DMD.[@bib91] DMD is caused by an array of loss-of-function mutations of the *DMD* gene. The lack of dystrophin in skeletal and cardiac muscle results in instability of the muscle fiber membrane, such that with contraction the fiber becomes damaged. Repeat degeneration and regeneration results in exhaustion of the stem (satellite) cell population so that the muscle becomes atrophied and fibers are replaced by inflammatory and fibrotic tissue.[@bib92]

The *DMD* gene is the largest in the human body, and the disease is associated with mutation hotspots. Targeted skipping of exon 51 has the highest patient applicability at 15%, and skipping of exon 53 could apply to 8% of patients.[@bib93] It has been calculated that overall, 60% of DMD patients could be treated by skipping of a single exon, and a further 23% with skipping of two exons.[@bib93] This would require the optimization and clinical work-up of numerous AOs, and for double exon skipping an improvement in efficacy. As of September 2016, an AO targeting exon 51 has been conditionally approved by the FDA. Similar accelerated approval has recently been granted to Vyondys 53 (golodirsen) injection to treat DMD patients who have a confirmed mutation in exon 53. Approval is based on the ability of the AOs to stabilize the disease. The ability to halt the disease in its tracks has been a major step forward for a condition that only had symptomatic medicines available previously.

The therapeutic potential of AOs is promising. AOs could also be used in NF1 to target CSS mutations and for exon skipping. The literature indicates that CSS created by deep intronic mutations within *NF1* can be skipped *in vitro*.[@bib94]^,^[@bib95] One manuscript describes using antisense morpholino oligomers (AMOs) to successfully target the newly created 5′ splice sites to restore normal splicing in fibroblasts and lymphocyte cell lines with three different deep intronic mutations (c.288+2025T\>G, c.5749+332A\>G, and c.7908−321C\>G). This study showed an AMO-dependent decrease in Ras-GTP levels, which is consistent with the restoration of neurofibromin function. The second study assessed c.3198−314G\>A and noted leakiness of the splicing mechanism that generated a proportion of correctly spliced transcripts and demonstrated correction of the splicing defect by using specific AMOs.

*Exon Skipping for NF1*. While repression of CSSs is limited to a few very specific mutations, constitutive exon skipping offers the possible benefit of skipping over any mutation within the region of interest and potentially helping many patients with different mutations; however, this technology has not yet been applied to NF1. It is possible that exon skipping may lead to the expression of a truncated but functional neurofibromin protein, as has been seen in DMD. The *DMD* gene has distinct advantages for the application of exon skipping as a therapy. DMD has mutation hotspots that are lacking for NF1. The *DMD* gene is also associated with a less severe muscle wasting disease called Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD), in which a truncated protein with partial function is expressed. BMD mutations are generally associated with in-frame mutations within regions of the *DMD* gene that encode for the central rod domain repeats of the dystrophin protein. It would appear that some of these repeats are dispensable.[@bib96] For NF1, there is no less severe condition associated with the disease gene, and it is not yet known whether any of the protein motifs are dispensable. Indeed, the function of many of the NF1 protein motifs is not known.

### Nonsense Suppression Therapies {#sec1.5}

Nonsense mutations are single DNA base-pair changes that generate an in-frame PTC in the transcribed mRNA ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). A PTC reduces protein expression by two mechanisms. First, a PTC prematurely terminates translation of an mRNA, preventing a full-length protein from being generated. The resulting truncated protein is often unstable and/or non-functional. Second, a PTC can trigger NMD, which targets mRNAs containing a PTC for degradation, preventing their translation and further reducing protein levels. These PTC-mediated mechanisms severely reduce the level of full-length, functional protein produced in cells. Nonsense mutations comprise 11% of all disease-causing gene lesions,[@bib97] and a subset of patients with many different types of genetic diseases harbor this class of mutation.Figure 4Nonsense Suppression Therapeutics(A) When normal translation occurs, a full-length functional polypeptide is generated. Translation is terminated when the ribosome encounters a normal stop codon (UAA is denoted in red). (B) When a ribosome encounters a premature termination codon (PTC) that was generated by a nonsense mutation, the ribosome terminates the transcript and a truncated protein is produced. Generally, the truncated transcript undergoes NMD, which lowers the cellular levels of this protein product. (C) Aminoglycosides and other small molecules can induce the ribosome to readthrough a PTC. If this occurs, one of three possible products may be made; these are not mutually exclusive. The correct amino acid may be inserted in place of the PTC; this leads to a full-length functional protein. Alternatively, a different amino acid may be inserted in place of the PTC; this leads to a missense mutation. This missense will either lead to a functional protein or a non-functional protein.

The suppression of translation termination at PTCs is being explored as a potential therapeutic approach to treat protein deficiencies caused by nonsense mutations.[@bib98] Nonsense suppression therapy works at the level of protein synthesis. During translation of an mRNA into a protein, codons in the ribosomal acceptor (A) site are normally sampled by aminoacyl-tRNAs until one that carries a complementary anticodon is encountered. The ribosome proofreads codon-anticodon interactions to ensure that the correct amino acid is inserted into the nascent polypeptide. Termination codons serve as signals for the ribosome to stop translating an mRNA and to release the nascent polypeptide. Rather than being recognized by tRNAs, termination codons are recognized by eRF1, which is part of a group of interacting proteins called the termination complex. The termination complex binds to a stop codon and mediates peptide release from the ribosome. Normally, the process of translation termination is highly efficient, where termination is suppressed at a termination codon less than once per 100 translation events.[@bib98] However, termination can be suppressed at low levels due to the occasional aberrant binding of an aminoacyl-tRNA to an acceptor site-bound PTC, resulting in the incorporation of an amino acid at the site of the PTC. The suppression of termination at PTCs via amino acid incorporation (also called readthrough) leads to continued translation elongation in the same ribosomal reading frame until the natural termination codon is encountered, resulting in the generation of a full-length protein. The goal of this therapeutic strategy is to restore enough protein function to alleviate genetic diseases that are caused by nonsense mutations. Current strategies to suppress termination at PTCs include the use of suppressor tRNAs or pharmaceuticals that target the translational machinery to induce readthrough.

*PTC Suppression Using Suppressor tRNAs*. This strategy utilizes an aminoacyl-tRNA whose anticodon has been altered to become complementary to a stop codon. When the suppressor tRNA is expressed in mammalian cells, an amino acid can be incorporated into a PTC to generate full-length, functional protein. This strategy was shown to suppress termination at nonsense mutations associated with β-thalassemia,[@bib99] xeroderma pigmentosum,[@bib100] DMD,[@bib101], and Ullrich disease[@bib102] in mammalian cells. Furthermore, injection of suppressor tRNAs into mouse tissues locally restored protein activity.[@bib101]

One of the limitations of using suppressor tRNAs to suppress PTCs is that the suppressor tRNAs must be properly charged by specific aminoacyl synthetases and delivered to the ribosome by eukaryotic elongation factor 1α (eEF1α). It is difficult to predict whether the modification of a tRNA will alter its charging or delivery. However, a recent study identified large sets of tRNAs that can efficiently serve as suppressor tRNAs when expressed in mammalian cells or when injected into mouse tissues.[@bib103] These studies indicate the potential promise of utilizing suppressor tRNAs to suppress termination at PTCs. However, the safe, effective, and precise delivery of suppressor tRNAs remains a challenge for developing suppressor tRNAs as a therapy for nonsense mutations.

*Readthrough Using Pharmaceuticals*. The frequency of readthrough can also be increased to restore partial levels of full-length, functional protein through the use of pharmaceuticals that target the translational machinery. Several low-molecular-weight compounds have been identified that induce readthrough of PTCs.[@bib98]^,^[@bib104] The best characterized readthrough agents are the aminoglycosides and ataluren (also called PTC124 or Translarna). Aminoglycosides, a class of antibiotic, have been shown to bind specifically to the decoding region of the ribosome, which increases amino acid incorporation at PTCs.[@bib105] Ataluren is a non-antibiotic compound that was identified from a screen of low-molecular-weight compounds as a readthrough agent that suppresses PTCs in mammalian cells.[@bib106] While these compounds have been found to restore significant protein function via readthrough in several disease models,[@bib98]^,^[@bib107] obstacles associated with each of these compounds may prevent their use for long-term nonsense suppression therapy.

Aminoglycosides bind off-target sites in the kidney and the inner ear, which can lead to toxicity in these organs.[@bib108]^,^[@bib109] Designer aminoglycosides have recently been generated that are more efficient at suppressing PTCs while also having reduced toxicity.[@bib110] Phase 1 safety studies are underway to determine whether one of these new designer aminoglycosides, ELX-02, is safe for clinical use (ClinicalTrials.gov: [NCT03309605](NCT03309605){#intref0030} and [NCT03776539](NCT03776539){#intref0035}).

Ataluren has been shown to have a favorable safety profile.[@bib107] However, the results of a recent clinical trial in which cystic fibrosis patients who harbor nonsense mutations were administered ataluren did not find significant improvements in patient lung function,[@bib111] suggesting that ataluren was unable to restore enough CFTR protein function to alleviate this disease. Based on promising preliminary results, ataluren has been granted conditional approval to treat patients with DMD in the European Union (via PTC Therapeutics website: <https://www.ptcbio.com/our-pipeline/approved-medicines>), and additional studies are in progress to determine whether ataluren is effective in treating DMD in patients who carry nonsense mutations (ClinicalTrial.gov: NCT03179631). Given the potential disadvantages of the current compounds available for nonsense suppression therapy, additional safe, efficacious readthrough compounds are needed for clinical development.

A recent approach that has been explored to enhance the effectiveness of nonsense suppression therapy is to combine readthrough with NMD inhibition. Because a PTC often elicits NMD, which leads to degradation of an mRNA and prevents its translation, inhibiting NMD would increase the level of PTC-containing mRNA for translation and subsequent nonsense suppression.[@bib98] Proof-of-principle studies have verified that inhibiting NMD does enhance nonsense suppression, leading to the restoration of greater protein function than by nonsense suppression alone.[@bib112]^,^[@bib113] Although several NMD inhibitors have been identified, none has yet been assessed in long-term *in vivo* studies for safety and efficacy.

*Context Effects on PTC Suppression*. Recent studies have revealed that only a subset of near-cognate aminoacyl-tRNAs, those with an anticodon complementary to two of the three nucleotides of a PTC, are accommodated during PTC suppression.[@bib114]^,^[@bib115]. The amino acids generally incorporated at UAA and UAG include glutamine, tyrosine, and lysine, whereas arginine, tryptophan, and cysteine are generally inserted at UGA.[@bib114]^,^[@bib115] However, the identity and proportions of amino acids inserted at a PTC during readthrough varies depending on the mRNA sequence context surrounding the PTC and the method of stimulating readthrough. Furthermore, the amino acid that becomes inserted at a PTC can alter the overall stability and/or activity of the protein restored via readthrough.[@bib114]^,^[@bib115] The local mRNA context surrounding a PTC has also been shown to affect basal levels of readthrough, as well as the susceptibility of a PTC to readthrough by different compounds.[@bib116], [@bib117], [@bib118], [@bib119], [@bib120] Context also likely plays a role in the effectiveness of suppressor tRNAs.[@bib103] Taken together, these data suggest that the local mRNA context plays a critical role on PTC suppression and is a very important factor to consider when attempting to identify compounds that efficiently readthrough a PTC and restore physiologically relevant protein function within a disease setting.

*Readthrough of Normal Stop Codons Is Not Significant*. Evidence suggests that global readthrough of natural stop codons does not occur at significant levels with either suppressor tRNAs or with readthrough compounds. Ribosomal profiling was used to examine the ribosomal footprint densities in the 3′ UTRs of mammalian transcripts when cells expressed a suppressor tRNA or when cells were treated with the strong readthrough compound, G418.[@bib103] Less than a 2-fold change in 3′ UTR ribosomal density in G418-treated compared to controls was found, suggesting that readthrough of natural stop codons occurred infrequently as a result of PTC readthrough. The 3′ UTR ribosomal density in cells expressing different suppressor tRNAs increased from 2- to 4-fold compared to controls, suggesting that some suppressor tRNAs may suppress termination at natural PTCs, and this is likely to be a consideration when examining different suppressor tRNAs as a potential therapy. Consistent with these results, a study that used two-dimensional electrophoretic analysis to assess global shifts in protein mobility found that the readthrough compound ataluren showed no evidence of natural stop codon readthrough.[@bib106] These results support the hypothesis that termination at PTCs is less efficient than at normal stop codons due to differences in the ribonucleoprotein structure that is influenced by the interaction between the termination complex and poly(A) binding protein (PABP), which is bound to the poly(A) tail.[@bib121]^,^[@bib122]

*PTC Suppression for NF1.* Nonsense mutations are among the most prevalent class of recurring mutations identified in NF1 patients,[@bib123] with 20% of NF1 cases caused by germline nonsense mutations.[@bib124] This suggests that therapies aimed at overcoming the effects of PTCs could benefit a significant subset of NF1 patients. Both suppressor tRNAs and pharmaceuticals are promising therapies for NF1. Because the level of neurofibromin protein function needed to rescue phenotypes in NF1 patients has not yet been determined (discussed below), it remains unclear whether nonsense suppression therapy will be able to restore enough NF1 function to completely alleviate the disease. Typically, 25%--35% of normal protein function needs to be restored for rescuing phenotypes associated with cystic fibrosis[@bib125] or DMD.[@bib126] Separate *Nf1* mouse models have been developed that carry the recurring R681X and R816X mutations that can be used for future studies to investigate the ability of current and developing nonsense suppression therapies to alleviate NF1.[@bib127] With the continued discovery of new readthrough compounds, as well as the identification of novel therapeutic targets for translation and NMD, it is likely that nonsense suppression will eventually be explored as a precision medicine approach for NF1.

Level of Neurofibromin Required to Restore Normal Phenotype {#sec1.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

While for some diseases, restoration of even minimal levels of protein function may be therapeutic, it is not known how much neurofibromin might be required to restore a normal or near-normal phenotype. There are multiple mitigating factors and data that influence our thinking about the protein level required for clinical improvement. First, affected individuals with the same mutation, including individuals in the same family, may differ in phenotypic severity, suggesting that the same level of neurofibromin restoration may have different therapeutic effects in one patient versus another, even in the case of two individuals with similar genetic background and an identical *NF1* mutation. Second, different heterozygous patient mutations lead to different levels of expression of mutant and normal *NF1* alleles and, consequently, different (combined mutant and wild-type) neurofibromin protein levels within patient fibroblasts, ranging from 12% to 89% of normal levels.[@bib128] Unfortunately, protein expression levels do not equate to function, as significantly elevated Ras activity (based on 2- to 3-fold increased levels of RAS-GTP) was observed across the entire range of neurofibromin levels in these fibroblasts.[@bib128] Third, as described in Li et al.,[@bib127] *Nf1*^+^/G848R mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) appear to have normal levels of neurofibromin (100%), while homozygous null G848R MEFs have only about half of the normal levels, resulting in an \~2.5-fold increase in phosphorylated (p-)ERK compared to wild-type cells. Interestingly, this is similar to the effect of another heterozygous knockout allele, *Nf1*^+^/Δ4, which also has 50% neurofibromin levels and 2.5-fold increased p-ERK. Despite the reduction in neurofibromin and increase in p-ERK, homozygous G848R mice are phenotypically normal. This suggests that restoration of at least 50% neurofibromin function may rescue some *in vivo* phenotypes but not p-ERK phenotypes, indicating that outcomes of molecular (or other) endpoint assays may differ depending on the phenotype in question. Fourth, NF1 phenotypes are cell type-specific, and so are *NF1* expression levels. Consequently, the amount of functional neurofibromin required may differ based on cell type. A recent study of homozygous G848R mice under glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)-Cre[@bib129] found that in brainstem astrocytes 60% of (mutant) neurofibromin is present, enough to maintain many *in vivo* phenotypes that other *Nf1* loss-of-function mutations cannot, including optic nerve volume, lack of hyper-cellularity and nuclear atypia, cell proliferation rates, prevention of optic nerve axonal injury and retinal apoptosis, retinal ganglia cell number, retinal nerve fiber layer thickness, Ras activation in terms of p-Akt, p-ERK, and p-S6 (mTor), and microglial number and function. Fifth, neurofibromin has been shown to form dimers,[@bib21]^,^[@bib130] but depending on the mutation, a mutated neurofibromin may not be able to form dimers, not even with wild-type neurofibromin. Alternatively, a mutated neurofibromin can affect the functionality of the dimer. In the worst case, mutated neurofibromin sequesters functional neurofibromin, obtained from a normal allele (or a delivered gene), into non-functional dimers. The level of functional dimers needed for a normal or near-normal phenotype is not known, but may again depend on the cell type. Lastly, neurofibromin may well have other functions currently unknown that are not captured by existing assays. Hence, it is also not yet possible to determine how much neurofibromin is required for these unknown functions.

Delivery of NF1 Gene Therapeutic {#sec1.3}
--------------------------------

A major hurdle that limits the clinical translation of gene therapy has been the lack of safe and efficient delivery vector. The safety and efficacy of gene therapies are largely dependent on the vehicle used to deliver the genetic material to the target cells. During the last five decades, various types of vehicles for the delivery of therapeutic genes (or messengers) to target cells have been proposed and investigated.[@bib131] So far, however, no delivery technology has emerged that allows simple replacement of any mutated, disease-causing gene with its corresponding reference gene anywhere (or everywhere) in the human body, and without side effects for the patient. It appears that there is no "one-fits-all" technology and, instead, each disease requires its respective fine-tuned vehicle design and administration.

Indeed, as existing approaches show, there are a number of important aspects that any delivery strategy has to consider in the context of the targeted disease and with respect to the therapeutic. These are as follows: (1) type of delivery vehicle: plasmid, viral vector, human artificial chromosomes, engineered capsids, patient-derived exosomes, nanoparticles; (2) site of transduction: *ex vivo*, i.e., patient-derived cells (e.g., HSCs and T cells) are modified outside the body and then transplanted back, versus *in vivo*, i.e., the vector is administered to the patient; successful transduction depends on vector and cell membrane properties; and (3) in case of *in vivo* transduction: vector delivery (targeted injection, systemic delivery). Below we focus on viral vectors and engineered nanoparticles.

*Delivery with Viral Vectors*. The idea of using viral vectors as vehicles to deliver a drug or a gene to patient cells has been discussed since the 1970s.[@bib132] Currently, engineered viral vectors, such as AAVs,[@bib133] adenoviruses,[@bib134] and lentiviruses,[@bib135] are widely used as the main delivery method for gene therapy due to their high efficacy to hijack the host cell and replicate the desired genetic material. However, viral-based delivery methods are limited in the size of the package they can carry and have been shown to result in high immunogenicity and cytotoxicity in the target tissue.[@bib136]^,^[@bib137] Primarily due to size limitations, they are not suitable for *NF1* gene replacement.

*Novel Vectors: Nanoparticles for Delivery*. Given the safety, efficiency, and size limitations of viral vectors, non-viral synthetic nanoparticle-based vectors are becoming increasingly attractive. While traditionally they have suffered from low efficiency or high toxicity,[@bib137], [@bib138], [@bib139] the recent progress in developing novel nanoparticles that can deliver gene therapy with high efficiency and limited toxicity has made this approach appealing.[@bib140], [@bib141], [@bib142] New generation lipid nanoparticles such as BAMEA-O16B boast high efficiency of *in vitro* transfection (90% in HEK293 cells) and high *in vivo* efficacy after intravenous injection, with the ability to knock down protein activity levels to 20% of nontreatment levels.[@bib143]

Mechanistically, once nanoparticles enter the bloodstream, they are coated with plasma proteins from physiological solutions and internalized by cells via endocytosis ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Endocytosis efficiency of nanoparticles is dependent on a wide variety of factors, including the size, shape, and surface chemistry of the nanoparticle, as well as the type of cell with which the nanoparticle is interacting. Before they are degraded in the lysosome, the nanoparticles need to escape from the endosome into the cytoplasm, where the cargo is released. In this example, CRISPR-Cas9 then penetrates into the nucleus via nuclear-localization-signal peptides on Cas9. Once in the nucleus, the Cas9-sgRNA complex can search for the target DNA locus and induce specified deletions or modifications for gene editing ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Although nanoparticles are promising non-viral delivery methods, there are still major hurdles that must be addressed before they can reach their full potential. A key challenge is designing nanoparticles that are able to effectively deliver their cargo to the target location past extracellular and intracellular obstacles. The biodistribution, circulation, and internalization of nanoparticles are all features that must be optimized to ensure the greatest delivery efficiency. Additionally, immune responses and cytotoxicity elicited from their payload may limit their therapeutic potential. While coating with albumin, dextran, or polyethylene glycol (PEG) may reduce these adverse effects, nanoparticle uptake and biological activity may also be diminished. Another challenge is designing materials that can effectively encapsulate and deliver both proteins and nucleic acids. While many nanoparticles use multiple components to achieve this, simpler formulations can increase their translational potential.

*Gene Replacement Using Nanoparticles*. Synthetic nanoparticles, particularly polymeric nanoparticles, encapsulate cargo genetic materials through electrostatic interaction and entanglement, and, therefore, may deliver DNA without size limitation.[@bib140]^,^[@bib144] As such, synthetic nanoparticles have been extensively explored for delivery of gene replacement therapy for various diseases, such as the CFTR gene for treatment of cystic fibrosis, and IL-12 gene for various cancers.[@bib145] Among them, a CFTR gene replacement clinical trial has entered the phase IIB stage.[@bib146]

*Genome Editing Using Nanoparticles*. In current experimental studies and clinical tests, CRISPR-Cas9 is often delivered using viral vectors.[@bib147] In addition to safety concerns,[@bib148] the viral approach does not allow co-delivery of donor DNA for repair and is unsuitable for delivery of the precise genome editing system.[@bib149] To overcome these limitations, non-viral approaches using synthetic nanoparticles are promising.[@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45]^,^[@bib140] To date, various synthetic nanoparticles, such as gold nanoparticles, lipid nanoparticles, and lipid-templated hydrogel nanoparticles, have been developed for CRISPR-Cas9 delivery, with some of them having demonstrated excellent efficiency *in vivo*.[@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46]^,^[@bib143] Despite this success, many of those reported nanoparticles suffer from various limitations, such as consisting of multiple components and thus bearing a high degree of complexity, and containing non-biodegradable materials and thus posing potential side effects.

Conclusions and Outlook {#sec1.4}
-----------------------

There are a variety of mutation-directed therapeutics that may potentially be used to treat NF1. Each is at a different stage of clinical development and each has unique advantages and challenges. Moreover, each is applicable to different types of mutations, and no one therapeutic is likely to treat all patients with NF1. It is more likely that a suite of therapeutics will be required for the treatment of NF1. Unresolved issues involve delivery to the correct cells at the correct time and efficiency. Furthermore, it is unknown how much neurofibromin is required to prevent disease phenotypes, and this level may vary based on cell type. We are attempting to overcome some of these challenges and unknowns to implement mutation-directed therapeutics for NF1.
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